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Abstract 
This paper addresses the topic of the refinement of exact real numbers. It presents a three-steps 
formal development towards the implementation of exact real numbers. It considers real numbers 
as intervals whose end-points are rational numbers. We investigate the possibility to represent 
these intervals by floating-point numbers as end-points in order to increase the efficiency of 
the implementation and to use the hardware resources. We show on an extension of the PCF 
language that this result can be carried out but by losing the adequacy property as defined 
in (Escardo, 1996). However, we show that it is possible to introduce a weak version of the 
adequacy property described by a Galois connection defining an abstract interpretation. Soundness 
and completeness properties are proved in this context. Accuracy analysis by a program analysis 
of the representation allows to choose between different representations of real numbers. (~ 1999 
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Several approaches for the implementation of real numbers have been addressed 
in the scientific computing area. The most known implementation is the one based 
on floating-point numbers. Although this implementation is efficient from the point of 
view of time consumption, it has many inconveniences, among them, e.g. cancellation, 
overflow, underflow and loss of  precision. 
On the other hand, the type Real is usually used in formal specification areas and the 
abstraction power of  the formal specification techniques often forgets to deal with the 
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implementation f real numbers in full detail. The current challenge in the numerical 
computation area is the implementation of exact real numbers as they are used in 
mathematics. 
This paper deals with the refinement of exact real numbers and their related com- 
putable functions and shows how such an implementation can be derived. One of the 
possible implementations for real numbers, issued from mathematics, i  the one based 
on intervals where a real number is represented by an interval of rational numbers. 
These two rational numbers (the end-points of the interval) are defined by sequences 
which converge to the represented real number. Obviously, the implementation f these 
two sequences would not terminate since they are, in general, of infinite length. 
Proceeding in this way, several approaches for the implementation f real numbers 
have been developed so far [3, 7, 8, 16, 18, 19, 22]. Such implementations are known 
as exact real number computations. They are based on lazy implementations with 
lists. 
Refs. [3, 18, 22] gave representations of real numbers together with algorithms to 
compute real number functions. Refs. [7, 8] presented an extension of the PCF language 
[15] in order to handle real numbers. They both give a denotational semantics for this 
extension. Moreover, [7] gives an operational semantics and proves that Real PCF (the 
name of the extended language) is adequate, i.e., sound and complete. 
Theoretically, the functions written in Real PCF may not terminate since they imple- 
ment exact real number computations. To ensure termination, one of the possibilities is 
to stop the computation of the function when a given precision of the result is reached. 
Therefore, solutions based on the description of a precision for these sequences have 
been suggested [1]. 
Practically, this implementation: 
- Is based on the approximation of a real number by a sequence of intervals (with ra- 
tionals as end-points) that become smaller and smaller while the sequences converge 
to the represented real number. 
- And by considering a given precision which allows us to stop the computations 
when it is reached. Implementations based on the description of a precision for 
these sequences have been suggested [1,2, 12, 13]. They perform a lazy evaluation 
and have a parametrised precision. 
We did not follow this approach although it is a promising one. We have given priority 
to the speed of the computation by considering intervals with floating-point numbers 
as end-points [1,2]. Indeed, by implementing real numbers by intervals with floating- 
point numbers as end-points, the hardware implementations of arithmetic operations are 
used. However, the precision and the accuracy of the computations are fixed to one of 
the floating-point numbers. There is no possibility to make this accuracy variable (it 
is constant for a representation). 
So, the goal of this paper is to present an implementation f the real numbers based 
on floating-point numbers. 
It starts from the definition of real numbers based on the work of Escardo [7] where 
real numbers are defined by intervals with rationals as end-points, in that paper [7], 
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an implementation of these numbers in the PCF language is presented. An adequacy 
property of the extension of PCF to real numbers is presented as well. 
This representation is based on lists and uses concatenations of numbers to get more 
precise intervals. It is based on the definition of a monoid of continuous words that 
represent real numbers. In the present paper, we define an implementation f the real 
numbers based on floating-point numbers which uses hardware machine operations. 
The idea consists in producing intervals for partial real numbers which are represented 
with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
At this level, the adequacy property (i.e. soundness and completeness) as defined in 
[7] is lost. This is due to the fact that the mantissas and the exponents of floating-point 
numbers are of finite length, i.e., the length of intervals with floating-point numbers 
as end-points have a fixed lower bound due to the fact that floating-point numbers are 
finite. 
However, we have defined a weak version of the adequacy property, owing to a Ga- 
lois connection defining an abstract interpretation [4]. The domain of real numbers with 
rationals as end-points and the one of partial real numbers with floating-point numbers 
as end-points are linked by a pair of adjoined functions. Soundness and completeness 
properties of this representation are proved in this context. 
Obviously, since the number of floating-point numbers is finite, this implementation 
will be less accurate than the one based on rational numbers and the following points 
are investigated: 
(i) The implementation f real numbers based on intervals with rationals as end-points 
by intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
(ii) The correctness of this implementation. We must ensure that the computed interval 
with rational numbers as end-points is always included in the corresponding in- 
terval with floating-point numbers as end-points, in other words, the floating-point 
implementation is sound, 
(iii) The translation of each operation on real numbers with rationals as end-points to 
an operation on real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points is possible. 
This paper is structured as follows. The next section recalls some definitions of 
computable real numbers. Section 3 is an overview of the PCF language extended 
with real numbers. The floating-point numbers arithmetic is introduced in Section 4. 
Sections 5 and 6 develop the refinement of real numbers with rationals as end-points 
to real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points. Section 7 shows that this 
extension of the language enjoys the adequacy property with respect o the defined 
Galois connection. Last, we give our conclusions and the work to be performed in the 
future. 
2. Real numbers as intervals of rationals 
A real number x considered as a computable r al number is the limit of a computable 
sequence of intervals [14] with rational numbers as end points. Then, the problem of 
the computability of the number x is the choice of the rationals and the convergence 
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of the sequence. Among the possible representations of computable real numbers, we 
can enumerate: 
(i) x is represented by a computable Cauchy sequence of rational numbers [a0, al . . . . .  
ai .... ] such that the limit limi~oo ai = X and by a computable function q : N ~ N 
defining the convergence rate such that Vi, j , k  Jaq(i)+j --aq(i)+k] <~2 -i or with a 
fixed rate of convergence [ai - ai-hil <~ 1/i. 
(ii) x is represented by p-adic numbers as the sequence [zo,zj,...zi .... ] for every 
p C N, p>l ,  Vi, lp x zi - zi+l [ < p and x = l im i~ zi/p i. 
(iii) Given a natural number b> 1, a negative-digit representation f x with base b is 
given by the sequence of integers [zo, zl . . . . .  zi .... ] such that ViEN +, -b<z i  <b 
and x= ~-~icxZi b-i. 
(iv) x is represented by the sequence of integers [zo,zj . . . . .  zi .... ] defining a continued 
fraction such that 
1 
x : lim zo + 1 
i--~o~ ZI -~ z2+~ 
-:i 
For all these representations, several results and computation algorithms have been 
developed. They allow the computation of the sequences representing real numbers 
and the corresponding arithmetic operations and functions on real numbers. Naturally, 
the difference between the representations enumerated before is related to the efficiency 
of the algorithms and to the size of the integers which are obtained in each sequence 
[3, 7, 8, 16, 18, 19, 22]. For the purpose of our paper, we have chosen Real PCF, because 
it has a denotational and an operational semantics, and several proved results like 
adequacy [7]. 
3. Real PCF and partial real numbers 
This section recalls the basic notions on the representation f real numbers by inter- 
vals. It uses the results from [7]. The notations are kept the same in order to have a 
uniform representation. For illustrating this approach on a programming language, the 
language PCF [15] has been chosen. The following points give a summary of these 
results. The complete presentation can be found in [7]. The proofs of the propositions 
and theorems are given in this paper as well. 
3.1. The domain o f  partial real numbers with rationals as end-points 
For simplicity and without loss of generality, only the real numbers of the interval 
[0, 1 ] are considered. Let I denote the set of non-empty intervals of [0, 1 ] whose infor- 
mation order is given by xE_y if and only if yCx.  [0, 1] is the bottom element with 
respect o this order relation. The obtained domain I is the Scott domain of partial 
real numbers [14, 17]. We extend I to 1 L with the T element such that Vx C IL,x E T. 
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We denote x_ and ~ as the left and right end-points of  the partial real number 
x = [x_,Z]. For overlapping intervals, the join operator x U y = [max(x, y), min(~, y)] and 
the meet operator x • y = [min(x, y),max(~,y)]  are defined on I. Note that x U 7- = 7- 
and x ~ T = x. The order relation x < y is ensured if and only if ~ < y. x and y are 
said to be consistent, denoted x ~ y if x and y have a common upper bound. 
3.2. Continuous words 
Let Z be an alphabet, then 2;* and S °~ denote the set of finite and infinite words 
obtained by concatenation. An element of  2; °~ is maximal iff it is an infinite word and 
it is finite iff it is a finite word. 
In the monoid (M, .,e), where • denotes the concatenation operator, a prefix order 
is defined as x<~z if and only if xy=z for some y. The neutral element e satisfies 
xe : ex : x. 
The set of words S ~ obtained by the concatenation • together with the prefix order 
is a Scott domain. 
Let us now come back to the partial real numbers. The following binary operation 
(x, y) ,  , xy  on I defined by 
xy  = [(2 - x_)y + x_, (2 - x)y  + x_] 
defines the concatenation of  partial real numbers on I. From a computational point 
of  view, the concatenation xy  refines the information provided by the interval x. The 
concatenation xy  selects a subinterval of  x since x E xy. 
The left translations cons~ :x, ~ ax = [ (~-a)x+a,  (~-a) f f+a]  are continuous maps 
for all words a. Left translations are particular cases of  concatenations. We denote the 
unique y such that xy  = z by z/x. 
Let us recall some basic results of  Escardo [7] regarding the construction of  partial 
real number with rational end-points and the link to the continuous words. 
Theorem 3.1. (L ', _L) is a monoid where its prefix order coincides with the informa- 
tion order o f  L 
Theorem 3.2. For every finite n-letter alphabet Z, the monoid Z ~ is isomorphic to 
a submonoid o f  I. 
Theorem 3.3. Any continuous quarded map f : I ~ I has a maximal partial number 
as its unique f ixed point. 
The previous theorems allow to establish a link between the domain (L E)  of  partial 
real numbers and the monoid (L ", _k). This makes it possible to compute real numbers 
by performing concatenation operations, giving us an operational semantics. 
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3.2.1. Operations on the language 
The definition of the monoid (/,., L)  and its link to the domain I have been estab- 
lished. It is possible to introduce operations on the words. The following operations 
allow to define the computations of real numbers and are defined as extensions of PCF 
in Real PCF. 
- Head and tails: tail : S ~ ~ S ~ and head : Z ~ ~ S± are defined as usual for 
lists: 
tail(e) = e tai l(ax) = x 
head(e) = J_ head(ax)  = a 
Moreover, we define a continuous map ta i lo (x )=x/a  for every x such that x_Ea as 
the left inverse of cons,. 
- Continuous equality: S± x S± ~ {tt, f f}± is defined by 
tt 
(x =±y)  = Z 
i f  
i f  x, y E X and x = y 
if 2- E {x, y} 
i f  x, yES  andxCy 
It gives the best result with respect o interval approximation. The undefined element 
is returned if one of the arguments i  undefined. 
- Continuous comparison map: 1 x I ~ {tt, f f}± is defined by 
(x<ay)= 
tt i f2<y 
± i fx~_y  
f f  i f x>y 
The comparison map returns the boolean undefined element (2-) when the com- 
parison cannot be asserted exactly, i.e. when x and y are consistent (they have a 
common upper bound). 
A useful comparison operator hea&(x)  is defined by headr (x )=x <±r .  
The conditional: Having introduced equality and comparison, the conditional is de- 
fined by the parallel /f. It has been introduced in [7]. p/ f  : {tt, f f}± x 1 x I ~ I is 
defined by 
x 
p i fp thenx  else y= xny  
Y 
if p = tt 
if p=± 
if p= f f  
It is an extension of the classical conditional and it ensures that the best information 
(with respect o interval approximation) compatible with x and y is produced when 
p evaluates to 2_. 
The next theorem shows a representation f a partial real number x in Real PCF. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let L= [0, 1/2] and R :  [1,/2, 1]. For any partial number xc  L 
x :p i f  headl/2(x) then consL(tailL(x)) else conse(tailR(x)) 
This theorem gives a computation mechanism for partial real numbers with rational 
end-points. It shows how it is possible to compute a real number using the set of 
operators previously introduced and defined on the monoid. The operators introduced 
previously allow to define a complete arithmetic on partial real numbers. Indeed, defi- 
nitions for addition, multiplication, average, logarithm, and so on can be found in [7]. 
As an example, the complement operation can be defined as follows: 
comp(x) = 1 - x : pif headl/2(x) Then consR(1 -- tailL(x)) Else 
consL(l - tailR(x)) 
More details on these definitions and the proofs of the theorems can be found in [7]. 
The complete definition of the partial real number arithmetic is given as well. 
Now, the whole denotational semantics of the PCF language extended with real 
numbers represented as intervals with rational end-points can be presented. 
3.3. Semantics of Real PCF 
The syntax of the language is a classical ambda calculus. The PCF terms are de- 
scribed as L : :=c[x IMNIAx.M.  They respectively define a constant, a variable, the 
application and the abstraction. The denotational semantics of the PCF language x- 
tended with real numbers is given below. It introduces domains, environments and 
semantic equations that give the denotation of each program construction. Each basic 
construction is interpreted by its corresponding function expressing its meaning. 
3.3.1. Domains 
Let us consider D, as the domain corresponding to the type a. {D~} is a collection 
of domains, one for each type a. {D~} contains the domain I of partial real numbers. 
3.3.2. Interpretation and environments 
An interpretation function A of a language L is a function A : L ~ U {D~} which 
gives the interpretation of the constants and of the basic functions of the language L. 
Environments p:var ~ [_J {D,} link variables to values in the domain D, corre- 
sponding to their type. 
In order to give the semantics of the PCF language xtended with real numbers, the 
following basic functions are interpreted by the function A :L----+ [.J {D~} where L is 
the set of the basic language constructions. Its definition is given as 
A~consa~ = consa 
AItaila I = taila 
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A~headr] -- headr 
AIpif~pxy =pif ( p, x, y) 
The basic functions of the Real PCF language are interpreted by the functions of the 
monoid (L ', L )  defined in Section 3.2.1. 
3.3.3. The denotational semantics 
The denotational semantics is given by the semantic function A: Terms 
U {D~} is defined inductively on the structure of the terms by 
2I~lp = p(~) 
A~c~. = AN 
J~MN~t, = AIM~p (JIM]p) 
.4~).cx.m]px = AIM]pixie] with x 6 D~ if ~ : 
3.4. Operational semantics 
Env 
One of the major interest of the Real PCF language is the existence of an operational 
semantics as well. It is not needed for the purpose of our paper, but we introduce it 
in order to be able to set clearly the adequacy property. 
A set of reduction rules defining the operational semantics of real PCF are defined. 
Each reduction rule is defined as M ~ M ~ where M and M t are real PCF terms. 
The successive application of reduction operation has been defined as the Eval op- 
erator defined as Eval(M)= c if and only if M--+*c where c is a term that cannot be 
reduced. 
Escardo [7] has proved that real PCF satisfies the adequacy property which can be 
stated by the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.5. 
Eval(M) = c iff IM~ = c 
We can unfold this property as the two following properties: 
Soundness u Eval(M) E_ AIMS± 
Completeness u Eval(M) z ~[MI± 
The proof of this theorem can be found in [7]. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the definition of another implementation f real 
numbers as intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points. Instead of having infi- 
nite sequences of intervals denoting a real number, we will focus on a finite sequence 
with a fixed precision, i.e., intervals with floating point as end-points. This approach 
gives a computable approximation of the previous computations which is based on the 
efficient operations of the floating-point numbers. 
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Note that due to the finite number of floating-point numbers, the sequences coding 
partial real numbers will be finite, and therefore the maximum precision we can get is 
the length of the interval with two consecutive floating-point numbers as end-points. 
These notions are introduced below. 
4. Floating-point numbers 
This section introduces the basic concepts of floating-point numbers following the 
descriptions of [9, 11]. For the purpose of this paper, we will consider only the floating- 
point numbers belonging to the unit interval [0, 1]. The interval is named the unit 
floating-point interval and is denoted by FI. 
Definition 4.1. According to Knuth [11], a floating-point number is represented by a 
pair (m,e) where m and e are integer numbers. For a base B and an excess code q, 
the floating-point number (m,e) represents the real number m x B e-q. m and e are 
respectively named the mantissa and the exponent of the represented floating-point 
number. In order to get a canonical representation f a given number, each of these 
numbers is normalised, i.e. the most significant digit is not equal to zero. 
4.1. Floating-point arithmetic 
Arithmetic operations have been defined on these numbers and are mainly sup- 
ported by the hardware. The following basic arithmetic operations are implemented for 
floating-point numbers. 
(i) Addition and subtraction: Let us consider that ev~<eu. The addition (mw, ew)= 
( mu, eu ) @ ( m~,, ev ) is defined by mw = mu + ( mv/b eu-e~" ) and ew = e~. The exponent 
is the one of u and the mantissas are added after equalising the exponents (align- 
ment). The division mv/(b eu-e~) corresponds to a shift of the mantissa of e~ -e~. 
digits to ensure the equality of the exponents. 
(ii) Multiplication: (row, e,, ) = (mu, eu) ® (m~, eu ) is given by mw= m~m~, and e,. = e~ + 
e,, - q. The two mantissas are multiplied and the exponents are added. 
(iii) Division: The division is defined by the inverse operator. The result of (mw, e, , )= 
(m~,e~) @(mv, e~.) is given by mw =(1/b)m~/m~ and ew =eu - e~ + q + 1. The 
exponents are subtracted and the mantissas are divided. 
4.2. Basic definitions 
4.2.1. Length of the mantissa 
The length of a mantissa is the number of digits needed to represent a mantissa 
in a base B. For a floating-point number x the size of its mantissa is denoted by 
Sx. The maximum authorised number of digits is denoted Sm and the maximum value 
of the exponent in length is written as Ve. It is fixed by the machine support or by 
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the compiler. The definition of the values Sm and V~. makes the set of floating-point 
numbers a finite set. 
4.2.2. Consecutive floatiny-point numbers 
Two floating-point numbers (mo, e,) and (mb, et~) belonging to F/ are consecutive if
and only if one of the following conditions hold: 
(i) if e~ :eb  then mh =mu + 0.1 × B -~'~-s" 
(ii) i f e~, :e l , -  1 then all the digits o fm,  are equal to B -  1 and rot,=0.1 
(iii) if one of the numbers is 0, then 0 and the least floating-point number epresentable 
in the unit interval are consecutive floating-point numbers, 
(iv) if one of the numbers is the biggest representable floating-point number in the 
unit interval less than 1, then this number and 1 are consecutive floating-point 
numbers. 
4.2.3. Maximal precision 
For a number x C [X_F,~F], where x_ F and ~F are floating-point numbers, the maximal 
precision for x is reached when x y and ~F are consecutive and is equal to IXF --~Ft. 
4.2.4. Roundings 
According to the IEEE-754 [10] standard, we extend the rounding method to the unit 
interval FI. In case of overflows or cancellations, the nearest floating-point number is 
produced and all the values produced by floating-point operations that are: 
- less than the consecutive floating-point number of 0, are rounded to 0, 
- greater than the floating-point number whose consecutive is 1, are rounded to 1. 
This notion of roundings will be extended later in this paper to the roundings of 
intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
5. Ref inement  of  real  numbers domain  by f loat ing-point  domain 
The finite domain of intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points is introduced 
to implement real number arithmetic and rational approximations. 
In order to define a refinement operation from the domain I to the domain IF of real 
numbers with floating-point numbers as end points, we have to introduce the structure 
of this domain, and the related operations. Moreover, we will indicate how the different 
orders defined on I map on the domain IF and finally the embedding of the operations 
on I to IF. 
First, we will define the domain IF and the corresponding orders and operations. 
Second, the domain I is refined to what we named arbitrary floating-point numbers. 
Last, we give the refinement of arbitrary floating-point numbers to the elements of IF. 
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5.1. The domain of  floating-point numbers intervals 
Definition 5.1. The set IF of non-empty subintervals of F~ ordered by the reverse 
inclusion defined as Vx, y E Is., x F-yy iff y C_ x, with the interval F/ as bottom element 
IF ,  i.e. Vx E Is, F/_Epx is a Scott domain. The left and right end-points of the interval x 
will be denoted by x E and ~-, respectively. When no ambiguity occurs, they will be 
written as x and Y. 
As for the domain I, the join and meet operators are defined. If  x and y are two 
overlapping intervals of IF, then the join LJF and the meet nF operators are defined by 
x UF y = [max(x_, y), min(ff, ~)] and x MF y = [min(x_, y), max(~, ~)]. 
From IF, we build the complete lattice IF L by adding the element TF to IF such that 
VxF EI~-, XF E I~'TF, XF FqS" TF =XF and XF UF TF = Tr. 
5.1.1. Orders on real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points 
Let us assume that x = [x_,Y] and y = [y,~] are two elements of IF L, then we define 
(i) x=F y iff x= y 
(ii) x<ry  i f f~<y 
(iii) x>Fy i f f x>y 
(iv) Two elements x and y are consistent, x _~Fy, if they have a common upper bound. 
From these definitions, we can derive the following definitions of continuous orders 
in the domain IF L of real numbers with floating point numbers as end-points. They are 
used in the definition of Real PCF programs where real numbers are represented by 
floating-point numbers as end-points. 
- Continuous equality operator I~ x I~ ---+ {tt, f f}± is defined by 
tt if x =F y 
x =lF, y = _L if I F  E {x,y} 
, f f  if x • F y 
If one of the operands is undefined, then the result is also undefined. 
- Continuous comparison operator I~ z I~ ~ {tt, f f}± is defined by 
tt if x<Fy  
x < ±l y= _L i f x~I  Fy  
f f  if x>F  y 
The comparison of x and y is undefined if they are consistent. 
These definitions are used below to define the refinement of I l by IF L. 
5.2. Real numbers as intervals with arbitrary floating-point numbers as end-points 
As stated above, floating-point numbers are defined by pairs of integer numbers. 
Without loss of generality, we will consider the unit interval I of real numbers where 
real numbers are represented by intervals with rational end-points. 
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A rational number, belonging to the set Qz (the set of rationals contained in I) is 
transformed to a pair of numbers defining an arbitrary floating-point umber. The make 
function which achieves this transformation is defined by 
make : Qz ---~ Ql x N 
where N is the set of natural numbers. 
In the same way, two functions which allow to build the mantissa nd the exponent 
of a number with arbitrary lengths are introduced: 
exp : QI ~ N and mant : QI ~ Q1 
They are defined by 
exp(x) = if head(x) = 0 
and 
mant(x ) = if head(x) = 0 
then 1 + exp(tail(x)) 
else 0 
then mant( tail(x ) ) 
else x 
The mant and exp functions can loop indefinitely if the rational number x is of infinite 
length. In practice, this function terminates when the length of the mantissa Sm is 
reached. A program analysis is performed at this stage in order to stop the computation 
of the digits when the suited precision is reached (by lazy evaluation). 
Now, we can define the transformation function, which produces a number defined 
by a pair 
make(x) = (man t(x ), - exp(x )) 
The sign of the exponent will be omitted in the following. The mantissa is positive 
and belongs to Q/. 
The number make(x) is an arbitrary floating-point number. 
5.3. Arbitrary floating-point numbers represented by floating-point numbers 
In the previous ection, a rational number was translated to an arbitrary floating-point 
number eventually with an infinite mantissa. 
We show in the following how these arbitrary floating-point numbers are restricted 
to floating-point numbers of F~. 
5.3.1. Building floating-point numbers f rom arbitrary floating-point numbers 
Let us consider the function make~ which builds a floating-point interval representing 
the best approximation of an arbitrary floating-point number: 
maken :~  x N- -~(~ xN)x  (~1 xN)  
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defined by 
makell(m, e) = ((mr, et ), (mh, eh)) 
where (me, et) and (mh, eh) are consecutive floating-point numbers uch that 
- me and mh are the low and high mantissas of the floating-point numbers determining 
the interval containing (m,e). They are determined by 
m/~< m ~< mh and m/ and mh are consecutive. 
- e/ and eh are the low and high exponents of the floating-point numbers determining 
the interval containing (m, e). Either el = eh or e /= eh -- 1. 
In addition, two projection functions 9e 0 : (Qz × N) × (Q1 × N) ~ QI × N and yet h : 
(QI × N) × (Qt × N) ~ QI × N are introduced. They are defined by 
get~((mt, ee), (mh, eh )) = (me, ee) 
geth((m/, ef ), (mh, eh)) = (mh, eh) 
The following theorem ensures that each real number can be bounded by an interval 
with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
Theorem 5 .1 .  
Vx ~ [0, 1], x E makefl(make(x)) 
Proof. Let us consider x E [0, 1]. Then, make(x) = (mant(x), -exp(x)). It is the corre- 
sponding representation f x and possibly an infinite one. By applying, makefl(mant(x), 
-exp(x)), and truncating the representations to mantissas of size less or equal to 
Sin, we get a pair of consecutive floating-point numbers ((me, ee),(mh, eh)) such that 
(mt,e/)<~(mant(x),--exp(x))<~(mh, eh) andthen (me, et)<.x<<.(mh,eh). []
5.4. Refinement of the partial real numbers domain by the floating-point domain 
Now, given a rational number q, we are able to get the most accurate interval which 
represents q. Moreover, it is possible to represent in this way an approximation of 
the number x represented by the rational end-point interval [x_,Z]. The idea is to find 
floating-point numbers a,b,c,d such that a<~x_<~b and c<~<<,d where a,b and c,d are 
respectively consecutive floating-point numbers. 
Definition 5.2. Any rational number x_ or ~ (representing the partial real number x = 
[x_,~]) is refined in a floating-point representation by the function ref:[O, 1] ~F I  de- 
fined: 
ref = make~ omake 
Coro l la ry  5 .3 .  
Vx E [0, 1], xEref(x)  
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Proof. This theorem is equivalent to Theorem 5.1. [] 
5.4.1. Computation of  the reJfunction 
In practice, computers do not allow the representation f such numbers. The number 
of digits representing the mantissa is finite and is equal to Sin. 
The function ref defined as maken o make needs to be analysed. Indeed, since the 
make function can loop (i.e. in case of a mantissa with infinite length), the makej~ 
function has to be lazy evaluated. In case of mantissas whose sizes become greater 
than Sm and when the size of the mantissa produced the make function reaches Sm+ 1, 
the make~ function truncates the mantissa nd returns the corresponding floating-point 
numbers. Therefore, several rational numbers will have a common representation. 
5.4.2. Real numbers as intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points 
Now, the function ref applied to the interval [S,Y] gives intervals of the form 
[ref(x), ref(2)] = [((m/, e/), (mh, eh)), ((m7, ~) ,  (mT, gh))] 
which are exact approximations of the interval [x,~]. In order to keep the same repre- 
sentation as the one for rational numbers, we take, in the interval, the left projection 
for the low rational and the right projection for the high rational. 
[get/(ref (x) ), geth(ref (Y) ) ] = [(m/, el ), (-~, g~)] 
Informally, the number x is approximated by the smallest floating point interval which 
approximates the interval [x_,T]. 
5.4.3. The refinement Junction." definition 
For the rest of the paper, we will note Ref:lL---~ I~ 
Ref  (x ) = Ref  ([ x,~ ] ) = [get/( ref (x ) ), geth (ref (Y) ) ] 
Note that due to Definition 5.2, Ref (±)  = Ref([O, 1]) = ±r  = [0, 1] and Ref (T )  = 7y. 
5.4. 4. Correctness 
The correctness criteria for this representation is given by the following: 
Vxcl ,  [x,Y] C [get/(ref(x_)),geth(ref(~)) ] 
It ensures the safety of the refinement. 
Theorem 5.4. 
Vx EI, [x_,y] c [get/(reJ(x_)),geth(ref(~)) ] 
which can be written as 
Vx~I, [x,~]C_Ref(x) 
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Proof. To prove this theorem, it is enough to prove that #et/(ref(x_))<~x_ and ~< 
9eth(ref (x ) ). 
From Corollary 5.4 it appears that, x E ref(x_) = ((m/, el ), (/r/h, eh)) which means that 
get/(ref (x_) ) = (m/, el ) <<.x_. 
Dually, 2 E ref(~) = ((N7,~7), (~,0-~)) which means that ~<(~,g f f )  = 9eth(re[(2)). 
Finally, we can assert that [x,~] C_ [ (m/ ,e / ) , (~ ,N)= [get/(ref(x_)),geth(ref(~))]. '-J
The following theorem shows that the floating-point numbers implementation is less 
precise that the rational numbers representation. 
Theorem 5.5. 
3x = [x_,~] EI,  Ref(x)q~x 
This theorem shows that the representation of partial real numbers by floating-point 
numbers as end-points is not isomorphic. 
Proof. By Corollary 5.5, we know that xEref(x_), so 9et/(r<f(x))<~x_<.geth(ref(x)) 
and £Eref(Y~), so 9et/(ref(~))<~<<,yeth(ref(~)). So, the interval Ref(x)  is larger 
than the interval denoted by x, therefore there exist elements of ReJ'(x) that are not 
contained in x. [] 
5.5. The representation Junction." definition 
Let us introduce the function Rep:l~--+I L defined by 
Vxr E I~, Rep(xF ) = x such that x_ = xF and x = xr 
The representation function Rep characterises the set of partial real numbers that can 
be represented by a given Xy E I~. We get 
Rep(±r)  = ± 
Rep(x~ ) = [x~__,~], VXF E Ir 
Rep(T~.)= T
The following proposition enables the establishment of a sound link between the two 
domains I L and I~ owing to a Galois connection, and therefore it defines an abstract 
interpretation [4-6]. 
Proposition 5.6. (IL, Ref,  Rep, ILF ) defines a Galois connection, i.e. 
Vxe I  L, VXF EI/:, Ref(x)  ~--F Xr ¢:~ xE_Rep(xr ) 
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This proposition is equivalent o the following properties: 
Vx, y E IL, VxF, YF E1 L, 
(i) Ref is monotone, i.e. x E y ~ Ref(x) E_eRef(y )
(ii) Rep is monotone, i.e. XF E_FYF ~ Rep(xF) F- Rep(yF) 
(iii) xF F-FRef(Rep(xF)) 
(iv) Rep(Ref(x)) r x 
Proof. (i) Consider x and y in I L, such that x _E y, then 
x [- y ¢:> [y,~] C_ [x,2] 
then, Ref (x)= [gett(ref (x) ),geth(ref ( f ) ) ] and Ref (y )= [getf(ref (y ) ), geth(ref (y) )]. 
By Theorem 5.4, we obtain that Ref(x)E_FRef(y ).
(ii) Rep is monotone since it is defined as the identity function. 
(iii) Let XFEIL; then Rep(xF)=[XF,XT] by Section 5.5. Since Ref(xF)=XF, we 
obtain X F E FRef(Rep(xF) ).
(iv) Let x be in I L. Since x C_ Ref(x), by Theorem 5.4, we have [Ref(x), Ref(x)] 
___x, so Rep(Ref(x))E_x since Rep is the identity function. [] 
Note, that the interest of the definition of the Galois connection, is that for any x E I, 
Ref(x) represents the best approximation of x in the domain 1F L. Moreover, Ref and 
Rep can respectively be considered as the abstraction and concretisation fimctions. 
Remark. The Rep function has been defined as identity. In fact, it represents the set of 
all partial real numbers with rationals as end-points of I L that can be represented with 
a partial real number with floating-point numbers as end-points. It has been defined 
as identity for convenience and in order to simplify the proofs. Otherwise, we would 
have to deal with powersets [6]. 
5.6. Orders of IF 
To allow the order mappings, the orders defined in the domain IF L are related to the 
orders on I L. The following propositions formally state these relationships. 
Proposition 5.7. For any partial real numbers x, y E I L with rational end-points, the 
following holds: 
(i) Ref (x )<FRef (y )~x<y 
(ii) Ref(x) >FRef(y) ~ x > y 
(iii) x ~-- y ~ Ref(x) ~F Ref(y)  
Proof. Let x, y E I c. 
(i) By Theorem 5.4, we know that x c_ Ref(x) and y c_ Ref(y),  so 
Ref(x) < F Ref (y)  ¢~ Ref(x) < Ref(y)  
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¢* geth (makeft (make(Z))) 
< 9ett(maken(make(y))) 
and since X ~< geth(makefl(make(X))) andget/(maken(make(y))) <~ y, we get X < y. 
(ii) The previous reasoning applies. 
(iii) x _~ y means that x and y have a common upper bound which is either X or ~. 
So, Ref(x) and Ref(y) have a common upper bound as well since x c_ Re[(x) 
and yC_Ref(y). [] 
Proposition 5.8. For any partial real numbers x, y E I L with rational end-points, the 
,following holds: 
x =± y ~ Ref(x) =±~ Ref(y) 
Proof. Assume x=± y. I f  x=y then, Ref (x )=Ref (y )  and when x=/  then Ref(x) 
= ±r  and so, Ref(x)=±~ Ref(y). [] 
Proposition 5.9. For any partial real numbers x, y E I L with rational end-points, the 
.following holds: 
Ref(x) <±F, Ref(y) ~ x < ±y 
Proof. From Proposition 5.7, we know that Ref (x )<YRef (y )~x < y and Ref(x)> i. 
Ref ( y ) ~ x > y and that x ~_ y ~ Ref (x ) ~F Ref ( y ), then from the definition of  < • 
we can assert that Ref (x )<±, .Ref (y )~x<±y.  [] 
Proposition 5.10. For any parth~l real number with rational end-po&ts, the following 
holds: 
(i) Ref(x U y) C_ Ref(x) UF Ref(y)  or Ref(x) UF Ref(y)  FFRef(x tA y) 
(ii) Ref(x m y) C Ref(x) my Ref(y)  or Ref(x) RF Ref(y)  E FRef(x • y) 
Proofl The proof is immediate from the definitions of the join and meet operators. 
(i) From the definition of  ItF, it follows that 
Ref(x II y) = Ref([max(x, y), min(X, y)] 
= [get/(ref(max(x, y))), geth(ref(min(Y~, y)))]  
C_ [max(getf(ref (x_, y ) ) ), min(geth(ref (~, y)))]  
c_ gef(x) u Ref(y) 
(ii) The same reasoning as before applies. [] 
The next section shows how a function f on the domain I c can be mapped to a 
function )7 on the domain IF L. We will assert the correctness condition of  this mapping 
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as well. The f function is the abstract function associated to the function 
respect o the Galois connection defining the abstract interpretation. 
f with 
6. Mapping of the operations of the domain I L to the I~ domain 
In order to obtain the implementation f real numbers represented by intervals with 
rational end-points by real numbers represented by intervals with floating-point numbers 
as end-points, we need to: 
- Define a transformation of each basic function f defined for real numbers intervals 
with rational numbers as end-points to a function y defined on real number intervals 
with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
- Ensure the safety, i.e., ensure that the function y on I~ is a correct implementation 
(approximation) of f on I L. 
- Ensure completeness, i.e. ensure that to each function f on I L, corresponds a func- 
tion f on 1~. 
The operations defined on the domain 1 L are mapped to the domain 1~. The relations 
between the obtained operators and the original ones and the different propositions 
which ensure that the obtained operations on I~ correctly refine the ones on I L are 
expressed in this section. 
6.1. Correct approximation 
For any function f :  I z- ---~I L and its corresponding function .? :1~---+1~, we have, 
Vx E I L, f([x_,~]) c_ f([get/(ref(x_)), geth(ref(~))]) = f (Ref (x ) ) .  
6.2. Operations on IF 
The mapping of the basic functions, on real numbers as intervals with rationals as 
end-points defined in [7], into the domain IF are defined by 
- conso the corresponding function is c~ns~ :I~ ~ I~ and is defined by 
c(~sa( Ref  (x ) ) = Ref  ( consa(x ) ) 
= Ref (ax)  
- taila: the corresponding function is t~l~, :I~---~I~: and is defined by 
tailo( Ref  (x ) ) = Ref  ( tail~(x ) ) 
= Ref(x/a) 
- head,, the corresponding function is head~ : I~ ~ T and is defined by 
head~( Ref  (x ) ) = Ref  (x ) < ±~ Ref  (r ) 
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- p~' :  T--* I~- - I~: - - ,  I r  L the corresponding parallel conditional is defined by p~f as 
pif(p, Ref(x), Ref(y)) with 
gef(x) 
pff p then Ref(x) else Ref(y)= Ref(x) ~F Ref(y) 
Ref(y) 
if p = tt 
if p=± 
if p =f f  
Proposit ion 6.1. 
(i) xy C_ Ref(xy) 
(ii) cons.(x) C_ c~s.(Ref(x))  
(iii) tail.(x) C_ t~iURef(x)) 
(iv) head,.(Ref(x)) ~ head~(x) 
(v) pif(p,x, y) C_p~f(p, Ref(x) ,Ref(y))  
Proof. The proof is immediate. It follows from the previous propositions. 
(i) xy = [(2 - x)y  + x_, (2 - x ) f  + x_] C_ Ref([(2 - x)y + x, (2 - x_)y + x_]) = Ref(xy) by 
Theorem 5.4. 
(ii) cons,,(x ) = ax C_ Ref ( ax ) = c~sa( Ref (x ) ) from the previous point and since cons, 
is a particular case of concatenation. 
(iii) tail,(x) : (x/a) C_ Ref(x/a) : t~ila(Ref(x)) by Theorem 5.4. 
(iv) headr(Ref(x))= Ref(x)<±~Ref(r)  and by Proposition 5.9, we have x <±r  which 
equals headr(x ). So, head~(x ) ~ headr(x ). 
(v) From the definition of p~ r 
Ref(x) if p = tt 
p-{f p then Ref(x) else Ref(y) = Ref(x) ~r Ref(y) if p = ± 
Ref(y) if p =f f  
and the definition of ptf ,  
x if p = tt 
p~ pthenx  else y= xRy  if p=± 
y if p =f f  
Since x R y C_ Ref(x)~F Ref(y), x C_ Ref(x) and x C_ x R y and Ref(x) c_ Ref(x) R 
Ref(y), the result holds. [] 
The next proposition shows that the obtained floating-point number intervals are less 
precise than the original ones. 
Proposit ion 6.2. 
(i) 3x, y, Ref(xy)q~xy 
(ii) 3x, ct~s.( Ref (x ) ) q~ consa(x ) 
(iii) 3x, t~i la( Ref ( x ) ) q~ tail.( x ) 
(iv) 3x, headr(x) ~ headr(Ref(x)) 
(v) 3x, y,p~C(p, Ref(x), Ref(y)) ~pif(p,x,  y) 
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Proof. The proof follows from Theorem 5.5. 
(i) Ex, y, Ref (xy)~xy by Theorem 5.5. 
(ii) 3x, c6hs,(Ref(x))=Ref(ax)~ax=cons,(x)  by the previous point and since 
cons. is a particular case of concatenation. 
(iii) ~x, t~l,(Ref(x))  = Ref(x/a)~x/a = tail,(x) by Theorem 5.5. 
(iv) headr(x ) = x < ± r 75. Ref (x ) < ±r Ref  (r ) = headr( Ref  (x ) ) because x E Ref (x ). 
(v) From the definition o fpt f  and by Theorem 5.5, the result is straightforward. [] 
Corollary 6.3. 
(i) xy c_ Rep(Ref(xy)) 
(ii) cons.(x ) C_ Rep( c~Vns.( Ref (x ) ) ) 
(iii) tail.(x) C Rep(t~'l,,(Ref(x))) 
(iv) pif(p,x, y) C_ Rep(pff(p, Ref(x), Ref(y)))  
Proof. The proof is immediate from Proposition 6.1 since x C Rep(Ref(x)). [] 
Proposition 6.4. 
(i) c6hs.(Ref(x)) C_ XF ~ cons.(x) C_ Rep(xF) 
(ii) tail.(Ref(x)) C_ XF ~ tail.(x) C_ Rep(xF) 
(iii) p~C(p, Ref(x), Ref(y))  C_ ZF ~p i f (p ,x ,  y) C_ Rep(zF) 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Proposition 6.1. Let us show it for (i). Consider 
that c~nsa(Ref(x))C_ x~, then we have Rep(cJnsa(Ref(x)))c_ Rep(xF) by monotonicity 
of the function Rep, and finally, cons,(x)C_ Rep(xF) by Corollary 6.3. [] 
The previous proposition ensures the soundness of the basic operators with respect 
to the (IL,I~,Ref, Rep) Galois connection. 
Proposition 6.5. 
(i) co ns. (x) C_ Rep(xF ) ~ c~ns. (Ref (x) ) C_ XF 
(ii) taila(X ) C_ Rep(xF ) ~ tail.( Ref  (x ) ) C_ XF 
(iii) pif(p, X, y) C_ Rep(zF ) ~ p~f(p, Ref(x), Ref(y))  C_ ZF 
Proof. The proof is obtained owing to the Galois connection property Ref o Rep = Id. 
By applying Ref  on both sides of the equality and since it is monotonic, we get the 
result. Here is the proof for (i). 
(i) For the cons,, operator, the proof steps are given by 
cons.(x ) C_ Rep(xF )
Ref (cons.(x ) ) C_ Ref  ( Rep(xF ) ) by monotonicity of Ref 
c~nsa( Ref  (x ) ) C Ref  ( Rep(xF ) ) since Ref (cons.(x ) ) = ccVnsa( Ref  (x ) ) 
in Definition 6.2 and by Propositions 5.6 and 6.1. [] 
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The previous proposition ensures the completeness of the basic operators with respect 
to the (1L,I~,Ref, Rep) Galois connection. 
Note that Propositions 6.4 and 6.5 are essential to prove the adequacy property for 
the basic operations with respect o the Galois connection. That function composition 
preserves this property as well remains to be proved. 
6.3. Composition 
For each function f and g on I L, we associate the functions f and ~ on IF c such 
that Ref ( f  o 9(x))= Y o j (Ref(x)) .  Then, the function composition translates to the IF 
as well. 
Proposition 6.6. I f  f : I L ~ l L and g : I L -+  I L are two functions such that Vx • I L, 
f (x )  c Re f ( f (x ) )  and g(x) c_ Ref(g(x)), then f o 9(x) c Re f ( f  o g(x)). 
Proof. Since Vx • I L, f (x )  c_ Ref ( f (x ) )  and g(x) c_ Ref(g(x)), then f o g(x) = f (g(x) )  
c_ Ref(f(g(x)))-- -  Re f ( f  o 9(x)) = f o j(x) since composition preserves monotoni- 
city. [] 
Proposition 6.7. I f  f ,  g : 1L ~ IL and/ ,  ~ : I~ ~ 1~ such that Vx E I, f (x ) c_/ (Ref(x))  
and 9(x) C_ ~t(Ref(x)), then f o g(x) c_ fc o j (Ref(x)).  
Proof. By Proposition 6.1 and by the monotonicity of the composition. [] 
Corollary 6.8. 
f (x )  C_ Rep(Ref( f (x) )  
f o g(x) C_ Rep(Ref ( f  o g(x))) 
f o g(x) C Rep( f  o j (Ref (x) ) )  
Proof. The proof is immediate from Propositions 5.6, 6.6 and 6.7 and since x _C 
Rep(Ref(x)). [] 
Proposition 6.9. 
f o •(Ref(x)) C_ YF ~ f o g(x) C_ Rep(yF) 
Proof. Consider that f o ~(Ref(x)) C_ YF. Since f o 9(x) C_ f o j (Ref(x))  by Propo- 
sition 6.7, we get fog(x )C  YF and by definition of Rep, Rep(yF)=YF, we write 
f oy(x)C_Rep(yF). [] 
Proposition 6.10. 
f o g(x) C_ Rep(yF) ~ f o ~(Ref(x)) C_ YF 
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P r o o f .  Consider that f o g(x ) C_ Rep(yr  ), then 
Ref ( f  o g(x) C_ Ref (Rep(yF) )  
/ o ~(Ref(x) )  C_ yF since Ref ( f  o y(x)) = f¢o ~(Ref(x) )  
and by the property of the Galois connection Ref (Rep(YF) )=yF  of Proposition 
5.6. 
The previous two propositions how that function composition preserves the Galois 
connection property. 
6.4. Arithmetic operations on IF 
Let us consider x =- [x, 2] and y = [ y, y] be two partial real numbers of the domain 
I~.. The arithmetic operations can be defined on this domain. 
- The addition of x and y is defined by 
x +t,. y= [x@ y, ff @ ~] 
- The multiplication of x and y is defined by 
x xl, y = [x 6/0 y ,x  @ y] 
- The inverse of x ¢ 0 is defined by 
l /t,x = [1 o;f, 1 @x_] 
Roundings: The IEEE  754 standard [10] on floating-point arithmetic defines multiple 
ways of roundings like rounding to the lowest, to the highest and to the nearest floating- 
point number. 
For the purpose of this work, the operations +t~, xl,. and/1, are rounded, if neces- 
sary, using the following rules: 
- x® y ,x® y and 1 @ff are rounded to the lowest floating-point number, 
- ff @ y,~ ® ~ and 1 @ x_ are rounded to the highest floating-point number. 
Generally, for an operation on floating-point numbers producing [z,~], z and 2 are 
respectively rounded to the lowest and highest floating-point numbers. 
Proposition 6.11. The correctness of  the arithmetic operations Vx, y E I L is" ensured 
bs 
x + y C_ Ref (x )  -~-1, Re f (y )  
x × yC  Ref (x )  ×z~.Ref(y) 
1/x c_ 1/t, Ref(x) 
Note that the operations +, x and / defined for Real PCF with rationals as end-points 
can be written in terms of a combination of the basic operations of the language 
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(consa, tail,,headr and p/f). See [7]. We have given an interpretation with floating- 
point numbers as end-points that accelerates the computation of these operations as 
stated above. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.4 we write that x C_ Ref(x) and y c_ Ref(y),  so we have that 
x + y c_ Ref(x) + Ref(y).  From the definition of the addition of floating-point numbers 
and the rounding mode we have chosen, we have Ref (x)+ Ref (y) C_ Ref(x)+ b. Ref(y)  
and then x + y C_ Ref(x) +tF Ref(y).  The same reasoning applies for the multiplication 
and for the division. 
Corollary 6.12. 
Vx, yC I  
x + y C_ Rep(Ref(x) +1~- Ref(y))  
x × y C_ Rep(Ref(x) x# Ref(y))  
1/x c_ Rep( 1/~ Ref (x ) ) 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Propositions 5.6, 6.11 and since x c_ Rep 
(Ref(x)). [] 
The results obtained in this section showed that we can safely replace the opera- 
tions on partial real numbers with rational end-points by operations on floating-point 
numbers for real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points. The accuracy of 
the representation is decreased, but owing to the hardware representation f the arith- 
metic operators, the running time is decreased, since these hardware operations take 
less time. 
7. The language of real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points 
The previous sections have presented all the propositions and theorems allowing to 
safely map partial real numbers with rationals as end-points to partial real numbers 
with floating-point numbers as end-points and all the related operations. At this level, 
it is possible to describe the semantics of the Real PCF language which uses this 
representation f partial real numbers on IF L instead of the one on I L. 
This section introduces the language PCF where real numbers are represented by 
intervals with floating-point numbers as end-points. We will give the obtained eno- 
tational semantics of the language and show that the implementation is sound with 
respect o the representation with intervals with rational numbers as end-points. 
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7.1. Semantics of the of real PCF with floating-point numbers as end-points 
7.1.1. Domains 
The domain of interpretation U{D~} is extended to contain the domain IF L previously 
introduced. 
7.1.2. Interpretation and environments 
Environments pF:var--~ (.J {Da} link the variables to their corresponding values. The 
partial real number variables are linked to values in IF. 
The function AF :L--~UD~ of a language L defines the interpretation of the real 
number constructs in IF L by 
AF~COnSa] = c~nsa 
AF~tailal = t~la 
AF[headr] = he~adr 
AFIpif]pxy = p~f (p, x, y) 
The interpretation function maps all the basic operators to the operators defined on IF. 
7.1.3. The denotational semantics 
The denotational semantics is given by the meaning function AF : Terms---+ env 
UD~ and is defined by 
AFI~lpr. = pF(~) 
Z4FIC]p F =AFICl 
AF IMN~ PF = .'~FIM] t'F (AFIM~ PF ) 
AF[2~IIpFX =AF~MbF[X/~ ] with x E D~ if ~: 
The denotational semantics of Real PCF does not change, except hat the interpreta- 
tion of the basic real number operations have been changed to the ones on floating-point 
numbers as end-points. 
7.2. Approximation 
Before proving the soundness of the implementation, in PCF extended with real 
numbers as intervals with floating point numbers as end-points, let us prove that the 
interpretation AF in the domain IF L is sound and gives correct approximations with 
respect o the interpretation A in the domain I c. 
Proposition 7.1. For any basic construction c corresponding to consa, taila, head,, and 
pif  we have 
,~Ic~ c_ Ar~c] 
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Proof. From the definitions of A and AF, we write that AIc ] = c and AFIC~ = U, and by 
Proposition 6.1, this result is straightforward. [] 
Theorem 7.2. Real PCF with floating-point numbers as end-points atisfies the Jol- 
lowing property: 
AIM] c_ A~IMI 
Proof. The proof that AIM~ C__,4FIM] is achieved by structural induction. 
- If ~ is a variable referring to a real number, then ~ c_ Ref(~) and therefore p(~) C_ PF 
(Ref(7)) and then AI~]p C AF~O@F; 
-- AIc]f, C_AF~c]t, ~by Proposition 7.1; 
- let us assume that ,4[M]p C_AF[M]p F and ,~IN]p C_.4FIN]p~. Since composition is a 
monotonic operation and by Proposition 6.7, we can write AIM]p(A]N]p)C_ AFIM]t,, 
(,4FIN]p ), and then we write that AIMN~p C_ ,~FIMN~,F ; 
- -  let us assume that AIM]p CAFIM]p~. If ~ is a free real variable in M and since 
A~]p C_AFNf, and since abstraction preserves monotonicity, we can assert that 
:iIAc~.M]t , C_ AF[2~.M]p~. 
The assertion has been proved to be valid on each PCF program construction, then it 
is valid for any program built by the composition of these constructions. [] 
7.3. Soundness 
The soundness of the refinement of I L by IF c is defined by 
•X F E I~, AF~M]± g C_ XF =:~ A~M]± C_ Rep(xF )
for any program M denoting a real program. 
Proposition 7.3. For any real program basic construction c corresponding to cons~, 
taila and pif, 
VX F E I~, AFIe] C x F :=~ AFIe] C Rep(xF) 
Proof. The proof is directly provided by Proposition 6.4 and since AIe]= c and 
AF~e]=~. [] 
Theorem 7.4 (Soundness). For any term M denoting a real program, 
VXF EI~, AFIM]±~ C_XF ~.4IM~± C_ Rep(xF) 
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Proof. The proof is achieved by a structural induction on the terms of the language. 
(i) if ~ is a variable referring to a real number, then, 
AF~O~ 1 C XF ~ pF(CQ C XF 
Rep(pF(~) ) C Rep(xF )
[pF(~), pF(CQ] C Rep(xF) 
p(~) C Rep(x~.) since p(~) C_ p~,(c~) 
(ii) Immediate by Proposition 7.3. 
(iii) Let us assume that for yF E I~, AyIMtm.yj. C XF ~ AImlpRep(y~) C Rep(xF) and 
~]FIN~pF C YF ~AIN~I, ~ Rep(yF), then by Proposition 6.7 and since composition 
preserves monotonicity, we have AF~MN]F, ~ c Xg ~ AIMN]f, C Rep(xF ). 
(iv) Assume that AFIM]t,FC-XF~A[MIt, C Rep(xp) then, if c~ is a free real vari- 
able such that AFI~]f,, C YF ~AFI~Ip C Rep(yF), and since abstraction preserves 
monotonicity, AF~2.o~.M]~,,~ Lv,/~] C XF ~ AFI2.~.M]~,rR,.p(y~ )/~]C Rep(xF ). [] 
7.4. Completeness 
The completeness of the representation f I L by I~ is defined by 
VXF 6 I~, AIMI± C_ Rep(xF ) ~ /]F[MI± , C XF 
for any term M denoting a real program. 
Proposition 7.5. For any real program basic construction c corresponding to con&, 
tail,, and piJ~ 
AHc ] C_ Rep(xF ) ~ AFIC 1 C x F 
Proof. The proof results from Proposition 6.6 and since AIc ] = c and AF~e] = ~. [~ 
Theorem 7.6 (Completeness). For any term M denoting a real program, 
VXF E I~, AIMS± C_ Rep(xF ) ~ A~iMI±: C_ XF 
Proof. The proof is achieved by a structural induction on the terms of the language. 
(i) If ~ is a variable, then, 
dlet]p c nep(xy) ~ p(~) C_ Rep(xF) 
Ref (p(cQ ) c_ Ref ( Rep(xF )) 
AFI~Ip~ C XF since Ref(Rep(xF)) C xF 
(ii) Immediate by Proposition 7.5. 
(iii) Let us assume fly 6 I~ and A~m]/,Rep(yF ) ~ Rep(xF ) ~ AFIM]pF y, C XF and .4IN]f, c_ 
Rep(yg)  ~AFIN]m. C YF then by Proposition 6.8 and by monotonicity of the ap- 
plication, we obtain AIMN]r, C_ Rep(xF ) ~ AFIMN]m C XF. 
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(iv) Assume that .~M]pCRep(xF)==~.4FIM~pFCXF, then if c¢ is a free variable 
such that there exists YF ~ IL with AIcclp C_ Rep(y~-) ~ A~-Icclf,~ c YF then, since 
abstraction preserves monotonicity, we get AI)~e.MI~,[R,.I,U,,);~IC_Rep(xF)~ 
AFI20~.Mli,,[vt .~] C XF. [] 
7.5. Adequacy properO' 
Theorems 7.4 and 7.6 prove respectively that the soundness and completeness prop- 
erties are guaranteed by the suggested representation f partial real numbers with ra- 
tionals as end-points by partial real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points. 
Moreover, these properties apply to the PCF extension suggested in [7]. Therefore, the 
adequacy property with respect o the defined abstract interpretation is ensured. 
7.6. Evaluation, accuracy of  the representation and program analysis 
Program analysis techniques seem to be well adapted when trying to solve the prob- 
lem of accuracy of the representation by floating-point umbers. Practically, the number 
of digits is fixed by a precision expressed by the user. By precision, we mean the length 
Ix_- ~1 of the interval [~,x]. This precision fixes the number of digits needed on the 
end-points in order to give them a finite representation. This finite representation will 
ensure the termination of the computation of the end-points, but not the termination of 
a program (due to the p~f instruction). 
In the context of floating-point numbers representation, the minimum precision is 
known and is constant. It is equal to the difference between two consecutive floating- 
point numbers and is noted eF. 
The program analysis has to answer to the following question: when is it possible 
to represent real numbers with rational end-points with a given precision ~ = I x - - ~[ 
by floating-point numbers as end-points with a precision eF ~< e? We do not give the 
whole details of this program analysis. It is developed in another paper [1] but, we 
give a survey of this analysis in order to show to the reader the feasability of this 
analysis. 
Let us assume x : [x_,~] to be a real number with rational numbers as end-points. 
Let lx be the number of the same digits representing x_ and ~. Then, the precision ~, 
associated to the partial real number x : [x,~] in I L satisfies B -(/'+l) ~<e, ~<B /' where 
B is the base where the number x is represented and 1~ is the length of the sequence 
of the same digits of x_ and ~. 
On the other hand, let xe = Ref( [x ,~])= [XF,~] in I~ be the representation f x by 
floating-point numbers as end-points, and let (lm, re) and (lm,~-e) be the length of the 
mantissa nd the value of the exponent associated to XF and ~ respectively. We note 
lento the number of the same digits in the mantissas of XF and ~7. If we extract from 
X_F and Z~ the corresponding rational numbers, then the number lxF of the same digits 
is given by: ls~ =I f  v~=~ then [ v~[ +lento, else min(v~,G). 
And finally, we get B-(lx~ +1) ~/3 F ~<B--t'~ 
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Definition 7.7. If eF ~<e then the representation f x is correct with respect o the 
precision given to x. 
Proposition 7.8. Let XF • Ref(x) = Ref([x,~]) = [XF,~-YF] be the representation of x 
by floating-point numbers as end-points. I f  Ix <~ lxF then the representation of x is 
correct with respect to the precision given to x. 
Proofi By the previous relations, we have B -~/'+l) <<.e<~B -t' and B /~,~+1) ~/3F ~<B z',. 
If Ix<<.lx~, it implies that [B-(Z~+l),B-Z'e] C_[B-~lx+I),B-I,]. [] 
The previous proposition gives a sufficient condition to implement partial real num- 
bers with rationals as end-points by real numbers with floating-point numbers as end- 
points. It allows to guide the choice of real number representations by taking into 
account he suited accuracy [1]. Moreover, if this accuracy is not reached, then other 
implementations based on lists [3, 13, 18] can be suggested. This is an important topic 
allowing to control the formal development of safe numerical software and mainly the 
choice of data representation. 
8. Conclusion 
Real number computation is an important topic in the area of numerical computation 
and safety of critical systems. The representation f numbers in computers commonly 
used is by means of floating-point numbers. These numbers neither give precise results 
(due to cancellations and overflows) nor a complete representation f real numbers. 
This paper has shown a complete and practical development for the real numbers 
data type. It is made of three main development s eps. The first step recalls the basic 
mathematical specification of real numbers (B-adic numbers, Cauchy sequences . . . .  ). 
The second step presented a first refinement by intervals with rationals as end-points 
represented by lists of digits with cons, head, tai l . . ,  operators. At last, the third 
step refines the previous implementation by intervals with floating-point numbers as 
end-points which uses the hardware implementation f floating-point umbers and there- 
fore increases the running time performance. The proof of correctness of the transfor- 
mations performed uring this development have been given as well. 
The origin of this paper is real number computation, and mainly the extension of 
PCF to handle real numbers as intervals with rationals as end-points. This paper has 
presented a combination of the use of floating-point numbers arithmetic with real num- 
ber computation. It has shown an implementation of real numbers as intervals with 
rational numbers as end-points by real numbers with floating-point numbers as end- 
points. This representation is useful from the point of view of implementation a d of 
efficiency although a weak version of the adequacy property is proved. Indeed, the 
representation we have presented on the kernel of the PCF language, has been proved 
to be sound and complete with respect o the defined abstract interpretation. 
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The soundness property ensures that for any computation of a partial real number, 
with floating-point numbers as end-points, we always get a partial real number with 
floating-point numbers as end-points which is a correct approximation of the exact real 
number. This property states the correctness of our suggested implementation. 
On the other hand, the finite number of floating-point numbers allowed on a given 
machine makes the accuracy of this representation to be constant as opposed to the 
rational numbers representation whose accuracy can be parametrised. This means that 
there does not exist a one-to-one mapping between real numbers with rational end- 
points and real numbers with floating-point numbers as end-points. In other words, 
the representation f real numbers with rational end-points is more accurate since the 
end-points can have an arbitrary and an infinite number of digits. 
In order to solve the problem of precision of the representation, we recalled the basis 
of the program analysis technique developed in [1]. It allows to choose between possi- 
ble implementations of partial real numbers either by intervals with floating-point num- 
bers as end-points or with rationals with a finite number of digits as end-points. This 
analysis allows to introduce control during formal development of numerical software. 
A comparison of the suited precision to one of the floating-point numbers implemen- 
tation allows us to choose the correct representation a d avoid the use of list imple- 
mentations when the required precision is bigger than the maximal precision allowed 
by the use of floating-point numbers. 
Finally, we plan to investigate the issue of supporting the proving process of the 
refinement achieved in this paper by a prover. We also plan to code all the proofs in 
the higher order type theorem prover DEVA [20, 21]. 
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